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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
Hello Everyone:
Winter has finally come to Alberta; we have had wonderful warm weather up until recently. We have
been able to get out shopping for groceries and essentials, which has broken up the cabin fever
somewhat.
Believe it or not I actually got to see a Doctor last week in person. I never thought that I would every
say that again.

I participated online today with National Executive Advisory Committee, which was created by
President Sandy Glenn. Presidents from Alberta and British Columbia had an opportunity to explain
their Division’s operations and unique programs that support Members and their families. I provided
the committee with a general synopsis of Edmonton Division’s programs, which took me some time to
cover. We have undertaken many support programs which other Divisions’ would like to emulate. I
am proud of our Division’s work, and the Executive Members who carry out the valuable support to
the Membership.
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President Glenn advise that National is finalizing the rewrite of several documents. The Governance
Manual and the Association Manual. Both will be provided to the Division for review and feedback
sometime around March or April. These documents will emphasis accountability to the Members of
our organization.

You may be aware that the new computer Veterans’ Member Management System is now online.
Those of you that have access to a computer, have received an email outlining how to log into your
account. Payment of dues can be made easily via this system. The Association will of course continue
to take cheques for payment as well. These can be made out to the RCMP Veterans’ Association. The
software program has been tested and used by other Police Associations in Canada. I logged into my
account and updated several items, all other information I checked was correct, as it had been moved
over from the old database. Our Membership Director, Tom Burkett, can assist anyone with help
should you have any questions.
I would like to acknowledge the passing of Cst. George Harry Bayes Reg #26188 on January 15th, 2021
who recently passed of Cancer; and, S/Sgt. Fred J Rasmussen Reg #20113 on January 22, 2021 at the
age of 95.
HELPING HANDS
The Helping Hands Program continues to aid those Association Members, who may need support.
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Our assistance of course is limited but we can provide:
•
•
•

Welfare checks-ins by telephone,
Assistance with delivery of groceries, medications, mail pickup, or other personal items,
Response to any questions you might have.

If you need help or knows someone who does, please forward your information to me, and will ensure
someone will make contact. My email address is president@edmrcmpvets.ca We currently have
several of our members receiving a helping hand, and have no limit to volunteers willing to help out.
During these Covid times, we need to keep in contact with each other in order to keep prospective.
Please reach out to those Association Members you know by telephone, for a chat. It is a small
gesture, but we need all the support we can get right now.

We have done really well this year on collecting most of our 2021 dues, with approximately 90%
collected. I would like to thank all of you for a job well done. For those of you who have not paid
your dues yet, I know that you will try to pay asap. If you wish to send your payment to Tom Burkett,
you can find the renewal instructions at: http://www.edmrcmpvets.ca/Application.pdf

Bruce Allen, President
780-460-5030

From the C.O.’s Desk
Good news stories these days are appreciated, especially during the winter months. Sharing positive
news allows the Alberta RCMP a chance to highlight the achievements of our employees who work
tirelessly to keep communities safe and well. This year I am happy that we will be able to share more
frequently with the general public by using our new Instagram account online, highlighted in a previous
newsletter, and of course, continue sharing with the media and citizens through all our means of
outreach. Our employees have been resilient and impressive in their work in so many ways during
challenging days and months, and they continue with achievements that I will share throughout the
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year. As always, the support from our communities, veterans, and fellow Albertans is a great source of
inspiration for the great work and service our employees do.
Alberta RCMP Police Dog Services achievements
Alberta RCMP Police Dog Services (PDS) is a key unit with skilled animals who are valued as employees
in their work. There is no greater testament to the training and intelligence of police dogs than through
the successful outcomes of the situations they are engaged in. I’m very proud to share that our very
busy past year for PDS resulted in 2,800 calls for service and captured over 900 criminals. The Alberta
RCMP PDS is comprised of 18 teams strategically placed throughout the province. These teams are
trained to both track and search for suspects or missing persons, crime scene evidence, firearms, as
well as controlled substances or explosives.
Of these 2,800 calls received in the past year:
•
•
•
•
•

Approximately 650 involved firearms or other
weapons;
570 involved violence-related offences;
450 calls were for missing people;
Over 950 calls were for property crime related
offences;
PDS deployed in a tracking profile over 700 times
which resulted in 400 captures.

These are impressive outcomes for PDS. With the majority of 2020 in unique circumstances with
Albertans experiencing some stage of lockdown due to the Covid-19 pandemic, there was no shortage
of work for our PDS teams. Their key role in rural property crime initiatives is a huge factor in keeping
them busy as we increased our focus on rural crime throughout the province. PDS teams are used in a
primary role in locating and apprehending rural property crime suspects.
All Alberta RCMP dogs are purebred German Shepherds. The RCMP has been
breeding German Shepherds since 1999. They are able to produce enough
puppies to satisfy their training needs and no dogs are purchased for training.
Generally, one in three puppies will become an RCMP working dog or
breeding female.
Our dog teams worked diligently over the past year to keep Albertans safe
and I’m looking forward to supporting all the successful work to come this
year for PDS.
Online crime reporting tool successfully introduced for citizens
The first six months of the RCMP’s new online crime reporting tool, the Police Reporting and
Occurrence System (PROS) Data Centre, has started off successfully with over 780 online reports
submitted by the end of November 2020 since the launch of this platform last May.
The PROS Data Centre is a centralized data centre team that handles records management and routine
data entry to allow frontline officers to focus on policing our communities, not doing administrative
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work. In an effort to create efficiencies in our service, the reports that are processed by PROS are sent
to the Call Back Unit (CBU) which is comprised of specialized RCMP members designed to handle nonemergency calls for service. From December 1, 2019 to November 30, 2020 the PROS Data Centre
handled over 58,500 requests which saved officers, approximately, over 20,000 hours of time in front
of a computer. During this same time, the CBU diverted and answered over 8,300 calls for service
which is equivalent to approximately 22,300 hours of service or 18.5 General Duty Constables’
workloads over 12 months.
The PROS system is intended to only be used for property crimes under $5,000, such as mischief,
damage to property and vandalism. We ask all Albertans to report eligible crimes (select property
crimes under $5,000) because reporting less serious crime online helps emergency call takers and
frontline members focus their time on high-priority calls. Online reporting is convenient, efficient and
even allows the capacity to include photos of stolen or lost property. So far, more reports have been
made in urban areas than rural, but we are continuing to encourage rural residents to make online
reports when possible.
Online reports assist us in crime analysis, aids us in
establishing trends and patterns, and ultimately
leads our investigators to the chronic offenders. It
also assists us in making decisions about how and
where to deploy resources. This tool is important for
gathering more detailed crime stats, which can help
the RCMP determine where resources need to be
deployed. It’s very important for the RCMP to have
as much data as possible to determine trends and
patterns in communities across Alberta.
Our number one priority is always the safety and security of the public and our officers. I commend all
our members who continue to be committed to providing the most effective, efficient, responsive
policing possible and being adaptable to the ever-changing policing needs in Alberta.
As always, take care and stay healthy.
Curtis
Curtis Zablocki, M.O.M.
Deputy Commissioner
Commanding Officer “K” Division

A Notable Time – Dominion Telegraph
Of the factors instrumental in changing that portion of the North West Territories which now
comprises the Provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta from a vast wilderness to the greatest wheat
exporting district on the globe, undoubtedly the Canadian Pacific Railway ranks first. But the country
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had to be prepared for the railroad and for settlement. Here the North West Mounted Police takes
first place. Second only in importance was the building of the telegraph line by the Dominion
Government from Winnipeg to Edmonton, a distance of almost 1,000 miles by the route taken, and the
establishment of telegraph offices at strategic points along the way.
In July 1874, the Government dispatched a force of 500 mounted men westward from Dufferin,
Manitoba, where they had been assembled, with the object of policing the North West Territories – at
that time a wide area in which strife between rum-selling “whites” and horse stealing Indians was a
grave menace. In order to keep in touch with this force a telegraph line was a necessity.
In 1863 the Hudson’s Bay Co. had been contracted for materials. The form that this project took to
connect Eastern Canada to the West Coast at the time of Confederation was the Canadian Pacific
Railway uniting the provinces of the New Dominion. Naturally the first step was to construct the
telegraph line and for that purpose the Canadian Government acquired the material lying at Fort Garry.
It was decided that the route would best serve the interests of the settlements and the Government.

In 1871 the Government connected Fort Garry to the American Telegraph System which gave them
immediate connection to the West. Contracts in 1874 required a line 132 feet in width for the railway
and an adjacent road for mules and horses. The new line was to leave from Selkirk via the Narrows of
Lake Manitoba, to Livingston (Swan River), where the headquarters of the North West Mounted Police
were to be placed with the first temporary Government of the Territories. The Government relocated
to Battleford a couple months on. The NWMP was moved to Fort Macleod and later Fort Walsh until
they were both finally fixed in Regina.

An interesting fact not seen elsewhere, was that the first official act of the NWMP after being sworn in
at Lower Fort Garry, was the dispatch of 10 men to the North shore of Lake Winnipeg, in charge of Col.
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Macleod for the purposes of arresting a gang of whiskey peddlers. The round trip took 10 days and was
entirely successful, all members of the gang being arrested and punished – an auspicious beginning for
a force destined to become famous the world over.
In 1879 Edmonton was little more than a Hudson’s Bay post with the addition of free traders. The
villagers petitioned the Government to extend the telegraph line from its terminus to Edmonton. The
contractor offered to supply the necessary wire and other materials free of charge. The offer accepted
the line was extended. The Hudson’s Bay Co. supplied the poles and most of the labour. Finished
January 18th, 1879 the office was opened adjacent the Fort.
Upon completion of the line to Edmonton, the tariff was fixed by the contractors; $3.00 for ten words
Edmonton to Winnipeg; $2.00 Battleford to Winnipeg, and $1.00 Edmonton to Battleford. The press
rate was a half cent per word. The Herald and later the Bulletin using the wire freely.

Ft. Edmonton Park

$100 in FREE frozen meals
Thanks to Elliott from the Meals on Wheels seminar last month.
They have extended an offer to Edmonton55 Active Agers to take
advantage of a special program they are offering right now as part
of their Covid relief program.

Jolyn Hall

If you call Meals on Wheels, and indicate you would like to take
advantage of the United Way Frozen Meal Credit - they will create
a $100 credit on your file. You can order as many or as few frozen
meals as you want to keep in your freezer and try.
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Whether you want some meals to give you a break from cooking, want to stock up your freezer
before surgery or just want to try out this program for future needs, now is a great time to try
out Meals on Wheels.
Meals on Wheels
780-429-2020

Limited credits are available so contact them early to get them applied to your file - then you can
order meals at any time this year you'd like.

Navigating Gas Up Options with Mobility Issues

Did you know where you can gas up without leaving your car due to mobility issues. With full-service gas
stations disappearing, drivers with some mobility challenges have found it harder to navigate the simple
task of gassing up your car.
If your plan is to age in place, you need to have a plan for changes to your ability to drive and maintain a
vehicle. One part of this plan is understanding how you can navigate gas options as you encounter
mobility issues.
I have to admit that the other day, I was shocked to see this decal and had to explore more!

An officer conducting speed enforcement stops a young man for traveling in
excess of 40 mph over the speed limit. The officer approaches the driver and
says, "Well, 40 over...I been waiting for you to come along all day."
Without pause, the young man replies, "I got here as fast as I could!"
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Fuel Service App sign at the Shell on 99 Street Edmonton
I gassed up at a SHELL near my office that I always go to. But never noticed these decals before. The
decals are an app for your smart phone called FUEL SERVICE. You use the app to call ahead to find the
station that has staff to assist you at that time. You notify the station as you arrive and they let you know
when they will be at your vehicle. Use gas station apps on your phone to pay for your gas without having
to involve the gas attendant. When I looked it up, I found 50 locations in and around Edmonton that are
part of this program.

APGA 2021
4913 Aspen Lakes BLVD
Blackfalds, Alberta
T4M 0J4

Dear Sir/ Madam,

The Alberta Police Golf Association (APGA) was established in 1934 by a group of police
officers who were both dedicated officers and avid golfers. The event allowed for officers from
different police forces to get together, share ideas and get better acquainted which in turn
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lead to better communication and more effective policing within the Province. The 87th Annual
event will be held at Radium, B.C. from August 23 to 25, 2021. It will involve up to 144 serving
and retired Members of all Provincial Police agencies. In 2021, serving RCMP Members make
up the organizing committee.
While the event is still a venue for Officers from the various agencies to get together, it
has also become a charity fundraiser. Over the past number of years this historic
tournament has raised money for a variety of Charities.
The 2021 organizing committee has once again chosen the Children’s Wish Foundation of
Canada as the charity for the 87th annual APGA. The Children’s Wish Foundation is a
uniquely Canadian charity that helps Canadian children, families and communities by
granting the favorite wish of a child diagnosed with a life-threatening illness.
I would like to ask that you consider supporting the 2021 APGA tournament and the
Children’s Wish Foundation. We are currently seeking donations for raffle prizes or
sponsors. In return for your generosity, you will be recognized to all participants both in
print and during the banquets held nightly.
Our committee realizes that you get a tremendous number of requests each year and we
thank you in advance for considering the APGA and this worthwhile cause. Please do not
hesitate to contact me directly if you have any questions about our event.
Sincerely,
Dallas Traill
Alberta Police Golf Association 2021
Tournament Chairperson
780-841-8213
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Membership Dues
A lot of people understand the RCMP Veterans’ Association is for Regular Members alone. Untrue! We are open to
all RCMP employees currently serving, retired and widows; RM, PS, CM and the like. If you are not a member of
the Edmonton Veterans’ Association, you should be! You may attend any general dinner meeting as a member’s
guest without becoming a member. Or, if you are not a member and are currently employed, you may join as an
Associate Member at no cost and enjoy the mission. It’s up to you to take that first step into a larger family of
friends.
Membership Dues remain today at $50.00 annually. To pay your dues, you may do one of the following;
1. Create a personalized cheque or money order payable to the Edmonton RCMP Veterans’ Association and
mail it to; Tom BURKETT, 77 Foxboro Link, Sherwood Park, Alberta, T8A 6N9 or
2. Internet banking via email address to dues@edmrcmpvets.ca The security question is as follows:
Where is K Division? The appropriate answer is; Alberta.

If you are a new member and you use E transfer, please email your application to Tom BURKETT
viflyguy@shaw.ca If you have questions about dues, call Tom at (587) 269-4550.
It is your responsibility is to pay your membership dues before the end of January. If your regimental/employee
number appears below, your annual membership dues have not been received. Please review the list below to
ensure you are NOT on the list of defaulters.

Unpaid Dues
17238

21005

25574

28223

35369

37492

41944

53415

17416

21280

25683

29482

35648

37872

42176

58800

17518

21330

26630

30866

35936

38504

42209

C07102

17748

21344

26892

31806

36092

38737

43840

C09128

18287

24327

26985

32271

36131

39337

44680

X01870

19123

24339

27391

34005

36615

40117

44916

X02167

19972

24976

27895

34446

36710

40480

45604

X07213

(Correct to 2021-02-04)
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Remember!

When Change Happens
We all go through changes from time to time.
If any of your contact details change, please notify Tom Burkett ASAP.
Tom’s contact details are viflyguy@shaw.ca or (587) 269-4550

Contact
If you wish to contact a member of the Edmonton
Veterans’ Association, you can do so by sending an
email to: President@edmrcmpvets.ca

Editor: Rob Stewart

If you wish to contact the editor of the newsletter, to pass on information of any kind for
inclusion in the newsletter, you can email the editor at: VetsNews@shaw.ca.

“Meet the Dyck Insurance team, offering discounted Insurance rates for RCMP Vets. Call them at 1.800.665.6152
(www.dyckinsurance.ca) to answer your insurance needs”.
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Showing Appreciation to Chaplains in “K” Division
Who knew that there are 65 Chaplains in “K” Division helping out RCMP Members?
Chaplain George Madden had suggested that the RCMP Veterans’ Associations in Alberta
to provide a gift of appreciation to the 65 Chaplains volunteering their time assisting RCMP Members
and Veterans in Alberta.
Over half of the 65 Chaplains are in the Edmonton Division's area. George noted that there was an
average of 65 requests per month for assistance, however, as of November 2020, requests had
increased to 650 per month. The five RCMP Veterans’ Association divisions in Alberta agreed to
provide an item from the RCMP Gift Shop.
With the assistance of our Gift Shop Manager, Kim, George chose the “PEWTER FORCE CREST 11
OZ. COFFEE MUG” to be presented to each Chaplain and has made these deliveries on the behalf of
the contributing divisions.
We have received thanks from several of the Chaplains expressing their appreciation
for the recognition we have shown for their volunteer dedication.
Jerry Plastow
Past President/Vice President
Edmonton RCMP Veterans’ Association

Reply
President Bruce Allen and Vice President Jerry Plastow,
Good afternoon Sirs, I would just like to send my sincere thanks to you and the RCMP Veterans of
Alberta for the generous donation in supplying a gift mug for each of our volunteer chaplains in K.
Division. These men and women are currently serving our employees in 70 detachments in K. Division,
both OCC locations and some of our veteran’s chapters. I will be letting them know of your kindness in
supporting them as the mugs are given out to them.
Please let me know if any of the Alberta Veterans chapters are in need of a resident chaplain and I will
be happy to supply one as I cannot say enough about my admiration and respect that I have for the
RCMP veterans. Thanks again and please pass along a Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays to all our
Alberta RCMP veterans.
Sincerely George
George Madden, M.Div. DCC.
K Division Chaplain Coordinator
Employee Services
Royal Canadian Mounted Police /

Government of Canada
george.madden@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Tel: Cell: 780-717-7903/403-478-7776
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From: "VAFB | Edmonton" <Edmonton@vafb.ca>
To: "president" <president@edmrcmpvets.ca>
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 4:46:17 PM
Subject: New Year Follow-Up

Bruce Allen

Hello Sir, just a follow up to express a Happy New Year To you & yours. We have had several RCMP members visit our
facility.
Fortunate enough to have a retired member of your organization join us in support of our Peer Support nights.
I’m not aware yet that we have any RCMP members on our clients list for hamper deliveries. Certainly, we are all in
should that arise.
Confidentiality would not allow me to disclose any personal details, but we would give equal emphasis to those
members in need.
Our first is this coming Wednesday evening 20 January 2021 at 18:30. Our host is retired Cpl Brock Blaszczyk who is the
veteran famous for having received the quote from the PM suggesting we were asking for too much.
We have 3 RCMP flags on our walls within the warehouse alongside our military flags of various units.
That in itself was a comfort to a few of the visitors thus far.
Please feel free to visit during normal working hours of 9-5 Mon-Sat, 17218 107 Ave.

Bruce
Bruce Given, CD1
Operations Manager | Veterans Association Food Bank of Edmonton
1-833-422-8387 x 2
edmonton@vafb.ca
www.veteransassociationfoodbank.ca
17218/20- 107 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, T5S 1E9

An officer observes a woman standing in the middle of the street. He approaches her and
asks, "Are you okay?"
The woman replies, "Yes, but how do I get to the hospital?"
The officer replies, "Just keep standing there."
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